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Sources
• To ensure that this presentation is up-to-date, information was 

collected from the sources cited in April 2022
•
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Ferguson, Ph.D.,CCC-SLP, using the evidence presented here along 
with their clinical experience and expertise.



A Little About Me…

I own Tubes 2 Tables, Inc., and have 24 years of clinical practice 
experience. 

My research interests include assessing and treating premature infant 
feeding/swallowing differences and treating sensory-based feeding 
disorders. 

I am passionate about training new clinicians and parents to conquer 
feeding issues in infants and toddlers.



Objectives

Attendee will: 
1. Describe bottle aversions
2. Describe reasons bottle aversions occur in 

infants
3. List two strategies to overcome bottle 

aversions in infants



How Bottle Aversions 
Occur…

Negative Experiences

Create Fear
Lead to Avoidance



Bottle Aversion Statistics

We know that 

25 to 45 percent of babies who are neuro-typical have feeding problems 
(Bryant-Waugh, et. al (2010).

We do NOT know the percentage of babies with bottle aversions 

Poorly recognized problem

Misconception that babies too young to develop negative psychological 
response to experiences (Bennett, 2017)



Aversion Defined
a. a feeling or repugnance toward something with a desire to 

avoid or turn away

b.  a settled dislike

c. a tendency to extinguish a behavior or to avoid a thing or 
situation and especially a pleasurable one because it has been 
associated with a noxious stimulus

“Aversion.” Merriam-Webster Dictionary, 2022 
https://www.merriam-webster.com (May 3, 2022)

https://www.merriam-webster.com


Bottle Aversion Defined 
Babies become fearful when feeding experiences are unpleasant, fearful, or 
painful

As babies develop and remember the environment, situation, and relate the 
cause of fear to their bottle so they avoid feeding experiences

Newborn reflexes integrate and babies have more control: 

“You can lead a baby to bottle/breast but can’t force them to swallow.” 

–Dr. Ferguson

(Bennett,2017)



Bottle Aversion Defined 

At this point, babies would rather starve than eat. 

Frequently, they only eat when asleep (brainstem working but cortical 
awareness is absent)

But, sleep feeding eventually becomes ineffective (Now Failure to gain 
weight) 

(Bennett,2017)



Neurological Development 
1. Neuronal Proliferation

2. Migration

3. Formulation of synapses

4. Organization
a. Organization – Process by which the nervous system takes on capacity to operate as an integrated whole. The 

environment of the uterus supports input needed for normal early development of neuronal connection 
in the brain.

b. Neuronal death of 50% of original cells

1. Myelination
(Blackburn, 2013)



Role of Experience 
In Utero ⁵ ⁶

In utero babies experience stimulation 

At the right time

For the right duration

At the right intensity

Needed for their brains to develop

The ultimate neuro protective environment
(Als, 1986)
(Shaker, 
2017)



Role of Experience: 
Extra Uterine Environment

Babies experience is dependent on the environment (Als, 1986)

Varies based on how well caregivers respond the baby

Varies based on caregiver 

moods

communications

perceptions

anxiety

Lack of positive and adequate oral intake experiences in the first 7 months 
disrupts necessary development of oral motor skills need for oral eating (Yi et 
al., 2015)



Fight - Flight- Freeze Response
Autonomic Nervous System

Disequilibrium impacts physiologic stability

–Sympathetic branch
•Fight or flight

–Parasympathetic branch
•Calms and regulates

Breathing Faster and 
shallower

Tummy upset/churning 
body redirects blood flow to 
your muscles

Tight throat and chest. 
Your Body is tensing

Heart rate increasing. Body 
trying to pump blood to 
muscles

Feel hot/sweating. Side 
effect of adrenaline 
response. Body trying to 
cool down

(Gordon, et. al., 2015)



Cycle Of Fear

(Bennett, 2017)



How To Overcome 
Bottle Aversions



Break The Cycle of Fear

Rule Out medical etiology | Refer for medical management if necessary

Teach Division of Responsibilities (E. Satter| sDOR))

Define Rules For Feeding (Bennett, 2017)

Obtain Infant’s Consent 
(Bennett, 2017)
Satter, E. (2022, May 4). Division of responsibilities. The Ellyn 
Satter Institute. https://www.ellynsatterinstitute.org/



Get to the Bottom of It!
Why is this baby avoiding the bottle! 

Physical Reason?

Medical condition

➢ Tongue Tie
➢ Cleft/Syndrome
➢ Acid Reflux
➢ Milk Protein
➢ Allergy
➢ Gastro-paresis (delay empting)

Many Times we see medical Dx like 
reflux when BEHAVIORAL causes 
have NOT been considered

Behavioral Reason?

Unpleasant and Stressful Feeding 
Experiences WITHOUT pain

➢ Pressured to eat
➢ Forced to eat
➢ Subtle or Obvious Ways
➢ Over a significant period of time



Teach Division of Responsibilities

The child is responsible for deciding whether to eat or not 

and how much to eat (and everything else… EXCEPT)

The parent is responsible for what (and where).  

Formula or Breast Milk

Help infant remain calm and engaged

Pay attention to information coming from the baby

about timing, tempo, frequency, and amounts
Satter, E.. (2022, May 4). Division of responsibilities.
The Ellyn Satter Institute. 
https://www.ellynsatterinstitute.org/

https://www.ellynsatterinstitute.org/wp-content/uploads/2015/08/ELLYN-SATTER%E2%80%99S-DIVISION-OF-RESPONSIBILITY-IN-FEEDING.pdf


Clearly Define Rules For Parents

Rule #1: 

No Pressure to feed 

Rule 2. 

No sleep feeding**

Rule 3 

Bottle feed only

Rule 4

Follow baby’s lead

**There are times when I Limit  sleep feeding and work toward no sleep feeding
(Bennett, 2017)



Obtain Infant’s Consent

Start before baby is Hangry

Find a comfortable place to feed. (Different Than Usual)

Put bottle within child’s vision but not close 

(On a table within moms reach)

Spend time playing, laughing and being social (just a few minutes)



Steps To Consent
Positive Desentization 

Bring the bottle closer to infant 

Wait and watch their reactions 

(sustained attention) Bring bottle within BABY’S reach

(avert gaze) Move bottle away back to table

If baby sustains a gaze and/or reaches for bottle place bottle on corner of the 
mouth. WAIT…. If looks away then back away from mouth to within 
reach

When baby open their mouth and moves toward bottle. You have consent to 
place bottle in the mouth. 



Videos Of Parent Learning To 
Obtain Consent

I have permission to use these videos but please DO NOT DownLoad Them For yourself



Correct Myths and Misinformation 

➢ Parents are taught to control rather than support
➢ Baby’s milk needs are overestimated
➢ Normal variations of growth are mistaken as poor growth
➢ Poor growth is assumed to be due to poor intake

Can be two other reasons: (My Favorite GI Doctor Taught Me 
Only Three Reasons Babies Do Not GAIN WEIGHT)

Poor oral Intake

Excessive output (vomiting/diarrhea)

Metabolic Problem

(Bennett, 2017)



You can’t feed a 
chihuahua enough 
food to make 
them the size of a 
german shepard

You can’t starve a 
german shepard 
and make them 
the size of a 
chihuahua

Permission to use granted by A. Gast of @aloha.nutrition



(Ferguson, 2022)



Empower Parents
Trauma and PTSD is REAL

Help Parents Trust Their Intuition and Advocate For Their Babies

Get parents to listen to positive affirmations ; Visualize success; Get grounded 
and calm so they show up ready to support their baby

Say affirmations aloud “I trust my baby to eat enough to thrive”

Encourage parents to record feedings, watch them, and send them to you.
Processing your own actions is easier off line

Reassure parents and remind them they are building trust and it takes time

Center for healthcare strategies (2022, May 5)



Thank You
Neina Ferguson, Ph.D., CCC-SLP

neina.ferguson@tubes2tables.com

You have permission to download these and use with your families. 

Positive Affirmation Track for 
moms with medically complex 
children on feeding tubes

Positive affirmation track for moms with 
children who have feeding issues but 
not on feeding tubes

Positive affirmation track for 
older kids who are anxious in 
general and around food

mailto:neina.ferguson@tubes2tables.com


Questions?
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